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Dear Investors Relations,
Coaches! 101 A NJ Non-Profit has a new item in the collection of art. The new collection is
categorized as Meme Art. This collection is part of Omar Dyer’s blockchain, also known as Mad
Comedian’s blockchain. Currently at this moment in time, this singular collection is valued at
$3,500; which will include an 8’ by 12’ meme on parchment paper, a collection portfolio, an
investment letter of intent, with the companies IPS (Investment Portfolio Statement), a Bill of Sale;
to show that you are an investor, and can trade the portfolio at the current market rate.
What makes this collection of art so unique is the notion that as an Angel Investor, you become the
franchise on the bill of sale. Because you will get all of the above with a ledger card and other
financial documents that will allow youvto marginalize your specifically organized collection of art.
It means, you own the portfolio and anything that is in that portfolio, which makes it an
NFT. Non-Fungible Tokens, are just in the beginning stages of growth and we tend to lead
the way.
Omar Dyer created: {BRUH “YOU DIDN’T KNOW I AM THE JOKE’} using digital technology supplied
by Facebook and other animated software. Some of the memes are created using TikTok short
video creating software, and Instagram photo sharing software.
Owners and Investors, should know that this is a smart investment contract, and upon request and
proof of ideal ownership – owners or investors will agree to the terms in the contract. Owners can
request a replica of the art on a personalized canvass, that will be given a SKU number on top of
the current model number. Please note, due to rules and regulations set for by IRS monitoring
boards, and since this information will be public. We are only obligated to sell 100 items under
Omar Dyer’s blockchain as a qualified member.
Welcome to the world and experience of Mad Comedian, and the trials of Omar Dyer who is an
artistical genius in terms of content creating and business protégé on the game of art. Here is a
small biography of Omar Dyer and this collection of art: Bruh “YOU DIDN’T KNOW I AM THE JOKE.”

Omar Dyer’s Biography
Omar Dyer was born in Hoboken New Jersey in the year of 1978, he has 4 siblings whereas 3 siblings
were birth from his mother; as 1 known sibling from his father. Omar grew up in a sports town and
played sports – he was also an artist in theatre arts as a child. Omar Dyer’s rise to public fame
(locally) started at the age of 12 and around the age of 16. This is where he was given a certificate
of achievement from the state legislature in New Jersey (assemblyman Rudy Garcia); for his
dedication and work of art in a program called: Art On The Water Front in Hoboken New Jersey. In
this program Omar Dyer painted a mural of Turtles and Sea Shells in the halls of the grade school.
In the same year Omar Dyer was also given Recognition of achievement by then Mayor Anthony
Russo, for his involvement in a play. The play was an off-draft of Shakespeares’ Romeo & Juliet in a
different setting made and built for children from the ghetto. This was also part of the program
titled: Art On The Water Front, in which Omar Dyer spent most of his summer time creating art
work that help change the projection of Hoboken New Jersey’s appearance.
Omar Dyer as an adult has written five books, that are memoirs, and poetry books. He has been a
business mogul with this company and has created partnership with social media providers like
v
TikTok, Facebook and Instagram.

Creating BRUH “YOU DIDN’T KNOW I AM THE JOKE”
Omar Dyer on some social media platforms like to get into cyber feuds with friends and sometimes
these moments lead into great ideas. Omar Dyer created Mad Comedian because he got into a
twitter fight with A listing celebrities. This allowed him to build an organization around the generic
name of Mad Comedian. And his business relationship with Facebook, allowed them to invest in
an avatar system that used the actual image of subscribers as an animated figure.
Omar Dyer was one of the persons that got into a feud with one of his personal associates who
knew him. And from that disagreement the slogan: BRUH “YOU DIDN’T KNOW I AM THE JOKE” was
born on 12/10/2021.

Warm regards,

Omar L Dyer (Legal Representative)

